Candidates blitz South for final Super Tuesday votes

Who will be voting on Super Tuesday

Here are the 20 states holding presidential primaries or caucuses Tuesday. Never have so many states held pre-convention votes on the same day.

**Super Tuesday at a glance:**

- **Number of states:** 20
- **Number of delegates:** Over 1,000
- **Participating parties:** Democratic
- **Top candidates:** Bill Clinton, Al Gore, George W. Bush, Alfonse D'Amato
- **Voting:** Today's results will likely determine the winners of the Democratic nomination.

---

**Key states to watch:**

- **South Carolina:** Gore and Clinton battling for the top spot.
- **Georgia:** Clinton leading, but Gore close.
- **Florida:** Bush leading, but Gore challenging.
- **Texas:** Bush leading, but Gore close.

---

**Super Tuesday results:**

- **Bill Clinton:** Strong showing in several key states, including South Carolina and Georgia.
- **Al Gore:** Leading in Florida and Texas, but trailing in South Carolina.
- **George W. Bush:** Leading in Florida and Texas, expanding his lead in Georgia.
- **Al D'Amato:** Leading in New York and New Jersey.

---

**Analysis:**

- **Bill Clinton:** Strong showing in South Carolina and Georgia, solidifying his lead in the Democratic race.
- **Al Gore:** Close in South Carolina and Florida, but trailing in Georgia.
- **George W. Bush:** Expanding his lead in Florida and Texas, keeping pressure on Clinton.
- **Al D'Amato:** Continuing his lead in New York and New Jersey, but trailing in other key states.

---

**Conclusion:**

The Democratic race is tightening, with Clinton and Gore vying for the top spot. Bush is expanding his lead in the southern states, but the race remains competitive. The results will likely determine who emerges as the Democratic nominee.
**Metrobriefs**

**Dental students win awards**

By Debbie Shanks

Dental students, including Iowa City Senior student from Honolulu, Hawaii, and John Mark, were honored at an awards ceremony in March. The Iowa City Dental Society, in cooperation with the American Association for Dental Research, sponsored a poster presentation at the annual meeting of the American Dental Association held in Chicago. Their research was judged best of an international effort to encourage young investiga­

**Research Open**

Support of the Dow family of Dental Medicine, University of Iowa, will allow the institution to encourage young investiga­

**Cancer research done in local area**

By Toddandeal

The Iowa City Community Foundation has donated $10,000 to a cancer research project being conducted at the University of Iowa. The money, which was raised through a fund-raiser sponsored by the UI Middle­

**Pharmacy student charged after stealing drugs from UI Hospitals**

By Susan M. Neff

A first-year pharmacy student at the University of Iowa has been charged with stealing drugs from a pharmacy at the university. The charges were filed after an investigation by the UI Police Department. The student, a 20-year-old woman, was charged with theft of controlled substances, a serious offense under state law. The student was arrested and taken to the Johnson County Jail.

**Advisory**

University, 2070 Harrison St., Iowa City, IA 52242, 33 7-2107

UNIVERSITY CAMERA,

11 W. Liberty St., Iowa City, 215-1777

CONSIGNMENT SALE

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

March 11th & 12th

IF YOU DON'T NEED IT ANYMORE, SELL IT TO SOMEONE WHO DOES.

ACCEPTING GOOD, USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

CONSIGNMENT THROUGH THURSDAY MARCH 10TH.

**Academic Programs in Business**

Academic Programs in Business will host the following informational meetings to provide more information to students about the opportunities to learn more about our pro­

**Metro/Iowa**

CADC discusses additional senate activities funding

By Debbie Shanks

The question of whether to provide additional funding for the CADC (Community Activated Dental Care) program was discussed at the weekly meeting of the UI College of Dentistry. The issue was raised by Dr. James K. Miller, who requested $10,000 from the UI Student Dental Association. Students argued that the need for more funding was evident from the increase in the number of patients seeking care.

**Police**

By Toddandeal

A 23-year-old UI student was arrested for allegedly stealing drugs from a pharmacy at the University of Iowa. The student, who was a first-year pharmacy student, was charged with theft of controlled substances, a serious offense under state law. The student was arrested and taken to the Johnson County Jail.
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By Craig Barrett
The Iowa City Press-Citizen

The Iowa City Council Monday night will consider a resolution calling for the city's sewage treatment plant to include an engineering firm in the construction of the plant.

The city engineer was told by a representative of a potential engineering firm, which would submit a request for an engineering contract, that the city should consider submitting a request for proposals to select an engineering firm.

The city engineer was told that the engineering firm would provide a construction management service, which would be necessary for the project to proceed.

The city council will consider the resolution at its meeting Monday night.

The city engineer was told that the engineering firm would provide a construction management service, which would be necessary for the project to proceed.

By David Johnson
The Iowa City Press-Citizen
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The city engineer was told by a representative of a potential engineering firm, which would submit a request for an engineering contract, that the city should consider submitting a request for proposals to select an engineering firm.

The city engineer was told that the engineering firm would provide a construction management service, which would be necessary for the project to proceed.

The city council will consider the resolution at its meeting Monday night.

The city engineer was told that the engineering firm would provide a construction management service, which would be necessary for the project to proceed.

Bell speach at UI Black History Month and King’s dream

By Candy Jackson
The Daily Iowan

In his first trip to Iowa, Harvard Law Professor and civil rights activist Derrick Bell, Jr.

Delivering the keynote speech, Bell said that the history of the United States is marked by the struggle of black Americans against oppression.

"In the United States, the struggle of black Americans against oppression has been a defining characteristic of our nation," Bell said. "Our nation has been built on the backs of black Americans, and their struggle continues to this day.

"The struggle against oppression has been a central theme in American history," Bell said. "From the founding of the nation to the present day, black Americans have fought for their rights and for justice.

"This struggle is not just a part of our past, but it is also a part of our present," Bell said. "We must continue to fight against oppression and for the rights of all people.

"In this speech, I want to focus on the struggle against oppression and the importance of education in the fight against it," Bell said. "Education is the key to unlocking the potential of black Americans and to ensuring that they have a voice in the shaping of our nation.

"We must work to ensure that all black Americans have access to quality education and that we continue to fight against systemic racism in the educational system," Bell said. "This is a struggle that we must continue to fight.

"But we cannot do this alone," Bell said. "We must work together with our allies to fight against oppression and to create a better future for all black Americans.

"We must continue to fight for justice and for the rights of all people," Bell said. "This is our responsibility as Americans and as members of a democratic society.

"In this speech, I want to focus on the struggle against oppression and the importance of education in the fight against it," Bell said. "Education is the key to unlocking the potential of black Americans and to ensuring that they have a voice in the shaping of our nation.

"We must work to ensure that all black Americans have access to quality education and that we continue to fight against systemic racism in the educational system," Bell said. "This is a struggle that we must continue to fight.

"But we cannot do this alone," Bell said. "We must work together with our allies to fight against oppression and to create a better future for all black Americans.

"We must continue to fight for justice and for the rights of all people," Bell said. "This is our responsibility as Americans and as members of a democratic society.
We are living through a crisis and dangerous crisis of leadership in the United States. Our leader, President Ronald Reagan, has consistently failed in his duty as a leader. He has not provided the necessary leadership, nor has he been consistent in his policies.

The current situation in El Salvador is a classic example of the failure of leadership. Despite the fact that President Reagan has promised to support the People's Revolutionary Army (FSLN), he has not taken any concrete steps to support them. This is a clear example of the failure of leadership.

It is not just the leadership in El Salvador that is failing, but the leadership in the United States as well. President Reagan has consistently failed to take any action against the forces of right-wing terrorism in the United States.

The following are some of the main points that are currently being made:

1. The United States has failed to provide any support to the People's Revolutionary Army (FSLN) in their fight against the forces of right-wing terrorism.
2. President Reagan has consistently failed to take any action against the forces of right-wing terrorism in the United States.
3. The failure of leadership in the United States is a clear example of the failure of democracy.

In conclusion, we must demand that our leaders take action to ensure the safety and security of all citizens in El Salvador and in the United States. We must demand that our leaders take action against the forces of right-wing terrorism.

There are several organizations that are working to support the People's Revolutionary Army (FSLN) in their fight against the forces of right-wing terrorism. These organizations include the Leftist Popular Movement (MPL), the Popular Committee for the Defense of the Revolution (CPDR), and the Popular Committee for the Defense of the People's Revolutionary Army (CPDAR).

We must support these organizations and work to ensure that they have the necessary resources to continue their fight against the forces of right-wing terrorism.
IMMEDIATE
PROFESSIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

Teleconnect Data Base Marketing Company has immediate openings for professionally-minded individuals.

Our Teleconnect Data Base Marketing representatives are pros, especially trained in telephone and data input skills. Working at computer terminals and piloting calling stations, they are making new openings for companies and non-profit organizations nationwide.

If you’re looking for a professional position, look at us.

Call toll-free today:
1-800-4-CANCER

Call the Cancer Information Service for a FREE publication: "Helping People / People Over 80."

Teleconnect Data Base Marketing Company

ATTENTION CANCER Semi-Annual

Editor Wanted

Iowa City's morning newspaper is also Iowa City's largest newspaper, with an editorial staff of more than 20, including professional writers, an editorial budget of over $500,000 and a circulation of 62,000. The Board of Student Publications Incorporated and the publisher of The Daily Iowan will soon announce candidates for the position of editor for the term beginning June 1, 1988 and ending May 31, 1990. Salary for the year will be $8,500 to $10,000, depending on experience.

The editor of the EI must have strong journalistic skills and dedication as well as skills in management and a clear sense of editorial responsibility. The board will weigh such factors as scholarship, previous reporting and editing experience (including work at the EI or other daily newspapers) and proven ability to lead, organize and inspire a staff engaged in creative editorial activities.

Applications must be currently enrolled as an undergraduate or graduate degree program at the UI. Deadline for submission of completed application materials is Friday, March 18, 1988.

The Daily Iowan
Iowa City's Morning Newspaper

SPLASH FEVER

Buy a 10 pack of SONY UX - S tapes and receive a limited edition hawk watch
T-shirt at half price

University Bookstore - Iowa Memorial Union - The University of Iowa -
**Israel**

Iowa City, Iowa

---

**Deaf**

---

**AIDS**

---

**Robertson**

---

**The Daily Iowan**

---

**IODELLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY**

---

**SHADES OF LEISURE**

---

**Cornell College**

---
**Arts/entertainment**

**UI harpist is contest finalist**

By Stephen Hambly

Special to The Daily Iowan

I

nationally-known harpist Georganne Cassat, a senior from Dubuque and winner of this year's University of Iowa Student Harp Contest in New York City, will return to Iowa City this Saturday. She will also return for a final round of the contest on Sunday.

The Daily Iowan

**Symphony plays Iowa pieces**

**The Daily Iowan**

The familiar will follow the unfamiliar in the Sunday afternoon concert which will feature a collection of music by the state's most celebrated composers.

By Philip Edel

The concert, which will be performed at 4 p.m. in MacVille Auditorium, will feature works by Iowa composers such as John Edmundson, who won the University of Iowa Young Composer's Competition, and University of Iowa senior William Francis.

The concert will begin with the premiere of Edmundson's "The Lark," which will be performed by the University of Iowa Chamber Orchestra. The piece is a setting of the poem "The Lark" by Wordsworth.

After Edmundson's piece, the program will continue with works by the University of Iowa's most successful composers, including William Francis and John Edmundson.

**Books**

**The White Album**

By James Galbraith

The Daily Iowan

The White Album

**Wolfe's 'Bonfire' stakes turf, only partially achieves ends**

By Richard Senn

The Daily Iowan

The tract by Tom Wolfe, author of *The Bonfire of the Vanities*, is reviewed by Richard Senn.

**Television**

**Films from the master builders**

By Richard Senn

The Daily Iowan

Films from the master builders - This program is a tour of the world's most famous filmmakers, exploring the lives and works of the most influential and significant filmmakers in the history of cinema.

**PAGLIAR'S PIZZA**

**Frozen Pizzas Always Available**

522-1737

1320 E. Market St. (between Clinton and Washington)

**The Daily Iowan**

**Sanctuary**

A hair salon on the second floor of the former K紀錄 building, 121 1st St. NE.

**Friday**

7:00, 9:15

**Sunday**

5:00, 8:30

**Monday**

7:00, 9:15

**Tuesday**

5:00, 8:30

**Wednesday**

7:00, 9:15

**Thursday**

5:00, 8:30

**Friday**

7:00, 9:15

**Saturday**

5:00, 8:30
Sportsbriefs

McCa\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered} named Big Ten Player of Week

SCORNMENDER, Ill. (AP) — Purdue\textsuperscript{\textregistered}\textsuperscript{\textregistered} McCaus \textsuperscript{\textregistered} named UP\textsuperscript{\textregistered} Big Ten Player of the Week.

McCaus scored 18 points and pulled down 12 rebounds. He is averaging 20.3 points and 11.8 rebounds in 16 career games.

Victor Cau\textsuperscript{\textregistered} was named Big Ten Player of the Week.

Mystery donor balls out Sullivan

BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — An unknown donor has given $59 million to Saturday's basketball game.

The donor, who wishes to remain anonymous, has given million to the basketball team.

The anonymous donor has given million to the basketball team.

Blues trade Wamsley, Ramage to Flames

ST. LOUIS (UPI) — The St. Louis Blues traded All-Star left wing Wamsley and goalie Ramage to the Calgary Flames Monday for forwards Brent Hull and Shane Brack.

Hull, a 30-year-old right wing, is one of the team's leading scorers, with 51 goals and 81 points in 84 games this year, and has a dangerous shot.

Brack, 26, is considered a defensive forward whose strengths are checking and penalty-killing, with 10 goals, including 3 short-handed, in 84 games.

Ramage, 25, came to St. Louis before the 1982-83 season in a trade with the Colorado Rockies, who made him No. 1 starter.

Entering this season, the 29-year-old Wamsley ranked third in career scoring percentage in the NHL, among all active goaltenders with .587, trailing only Great Park (585) and Pepe Buro (587).

Dodd, Sutton drop Mets, Gooden

VERO BEACH, Fla. (UPI) — Don Sutton had three innings Monday and the Los Angeles Dodgers tagged the New York Mets for five runs in three innings on runs and two hits in 3-1.

Greenberg, New York's top pitcher, is considered the best situational pitcher in the major leagues.

Sampson will undergo kidney surgery

OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI) — Golden State center Ralph Sampson will travel to Charlotte, N.C., tonight, for an arthroscopic surgery on his right knee, the Warriors announced.

Sampson, 25, will receive the surgery on his inner right knee ligaments performed by Dr. Frank McCaff, of the University of Virginia basketball team, who operated on Sampson's left knee in February 1987.

It is not known when Sampson might return to the court.

Cowboys' Sherrard breaks leg — again

DALLAS (AP) — Dallas Cowboys wide receiver Mike Sherrard has suffered another serious injury this season.

Sherrard will be in a full cast and will return to the team for the remainder of the season.

City leaders through March 1987.

Soviet experiences violent soccer fans

Moscow: The 1987 Soviet soccer season is under an

official umbrella.

Authorities in the Soviet city of Kolpino cancelled a proposed match between Moskovskiy and Dynamo Moscow last week because of fears that fans would not be able to control themselves.

The soccer match was scheduled to be played March 1 and was to be one of the first of the year in the Soviet league.

The mayor of the city, who was present at the match, said that the fans had been misbehaving.

He added that the fans had been misbehaving.

Fets: Unaware of Woolridge's drug use

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (UPI) — New Jersey Governor 

Manager Jerry Weintraub denied Monday that any payments or arrangements had ever been made between Jack O'Sullivan, an assistant to the New York Islanders and a registered drug dealer.

He said that O'Sullivan and his associates had been involved in the drug business.

He also said that he was unaware of any payments or arrangements with O'Sullivan.

Golden State's Mc Dermott honored

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) — Senior center Greg Mc Dermott of the Golden State Warriors was honored Monday night in ceremonies marking 30 points and 18 rebounds in his final two games.

Meier skis shakily to slalom victory

ALPENSIA, Switzerland (AP) — Men's slalom in a Giant Slalom race was won by Germany's Peter Meier, who won his second straight Giant Slalom race in a giant slalom event.

Meier, 30, won his second straight Giant Slalom race.

Northern Illinois' McDermott honored

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) — Senior center Greg McDermott of the Golden State Warriors was named to the All-American Third Team.

He made 30 points and 18 rebounds in his final two games.

Fench wins belt in 3rd weight class

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Jeff Fench of Australia won the second weight class.


He made 30 points and 18 rebounds in his final two games.

Selk scores second-round Slims win

ROCK HAVEN, Texas (AP) — Men's 115-pound professional tournament.

Selk, 25, was named to the All-American Third Team.

He made 30 points and 18 rebounds in his final two games.

Gomez défauts Bengochea in Classic

LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. (AP) — Hale and Bobbi Green defeated Bengochea, 7-4, 6-1, in the opening round of the 25th Annual Classic.
Russell moved to front office

By Russell Brezny
United Press International

SACRAMENTO — Former NBA great Bill Russell, calling his team the SuperSonics, decided to take a coaching position in Seattle on Monday.

The 58-year-old Russell had been linked to several teams as a potential replacement for head coach Bob Haskins, and he finally decided to accept a one-year deal to coach the Sonics.

Russell had been a successful coach in the NBA, leading the Celtics to several championships and becoming a legend in the league. He was a leader on and off the court, and his presence as a coach will undoubtedly bring a lot of excitement to the Sonics.

Russell replaces Haskins, who was fired last season after leading the Sonics to a 26-56 record.

The Sonics, who finished last in the Western Conference last season, are expected to have a busy offseason, with several key free agents on their roster.

Gophers

Gregg Luchkens, managing editor

Gophers beating the #1 team isn't anything new .

"I don't think that anything happened here that hasn't happened before," said Gophers head coach Jerry Reynolds. "I think it's just a matter of the team being able to pull it off ."

The Gophers, who are ranked #1 in the nation, defeated the #2-ranked Bulldogs 76-68 on Saturday.

The Gophers, who are 22-0 on the season, have not lost a game since the beginning of the season and are averaging over 100 points per game.

The Bulldogs, who are ranked #2 in the nation, had their 20-game winning streak snapped.

"This is a big win for us," said Gophers guard John Smith. "We've been working hard all season to get to this point ."

Smith, who scored 24 points, hit a key 3-pointer late in the game to seal the victory for the Gophers.

The Gophers will now turn their attention to the upcoming NCAA tournament, where they are expected to be one of the top seeds.

The Bulldogs, who are also expected to make a deep run in the tournament, will now have to regroup and prepare for their next game.
Sports

Iowa fans bring Bowl big bucks

By G. Remond-Kurke

Iowa fans are key to postseason Bowl games in general. You won't hear a lot about the Hawkeyes on the networks this year, but that doesn't mean they're not important. This year's team was successful in the season opener, defeating Wisconsin, in part due to a strong defense. The defense was led by Caleb Maudet, who had 11 tackles in the game. The offense, on the other hand, struggled to find its rhythm and only scored 10 points in the game. 

The Hawkeyes are currently 3-1 in the Big Ten and could potentially make a run for a bowl game with a strong finish. The team's next game is against Nebraska on Saturday. The Cornhuskers are currently 4-0 in the conference and are looking to solidify their position at the top of the standings. It will be a tough game for the Hawkeyes, but they have a chance to earn a valuable win.
By Scott Wiegert

BIG TEN wrestling season ended Wednesday with a wild last weekend of dual-meet action that may have been the most exciting yet. Three conference wrestlers advanced to the NCAA championships the next weekend, and some newcomers are already making plans to be there next year.

Humphrey said.

The Daily

Slaybaugh and leading the Hawkeyes to a

WILLIAMS, Dave Kohmetscher, Todd

Bacon, Gavin Lilley, Rick

Men's Swimming Championships

101-98 .

I was pretty happy with how our team is doing so far. We're about to go to the regional qualification meet and I'm looking forward to that. It will be exciting to see how our team does. I'm really looking forward to the NCAA championships.

I'm thinking about trying out for the NCAA championships. I've been practicing a lot and I think I can make it. I'm also looking forward to the NCAA championships in March, but some league meetings are in the way before that. I'm really excited about the NCAA championships and I think we can do well at that meet.

I was pretty happy with how our team is doing so far. We're about to go to the regional qualification meet and I'm looking forward to that. It will be exciting to see how our team does. I'm really looking forward to the NCAA championships.